


GAMING HEROES: 
AJAX AND ACHILLES ON A 

LEKYTHOS IN MISSOURI 
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T oward the end of the sixth century B.C., a new scene became very popular 

in Attic vase painting. It showed two armed warriors playing a board 

game, and most scholars believe that it may have been the famous vase 

painter Exekias who first painted the scene, and that he painted it at least 

twice. His painting on an amphora now in the Vatican is well known to 

every student (Fig. 1 ). Exekias has clearly 

labeled his figures; the bareheaded war

rior to the left is Achilles, that to the right 

is Ajax. The subject of two warriors 

gaming was immediately picked up and 

repeated with variations for some fifty 

years until about 480 B.C. A particularly 

interesting example of one of the later 

renderings of the subject is in the collec

tions of the Museum of Art and Archae

ology of the University of Missouri-Co

lumbia (Fig. 2 a-c) .1 

The Missouri vase is a lekythos, a 

usually tall, cylindrical vessel that con

tained oil and was often used as a dedica

tion at a grave or in sanctuaries. Such 

vessels usually have a long neck and a 

flaring mouth. Our example is more 

1. Achilles and Ajax 

playing a board ga111e, 
Amphora in the 

Vatican Museum, 

photo: Hirmer 

Fotoarchiv. 
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2 a-c. Lekythos, 

Museum of Art 

andArchaeology 

(82.299). 
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rounded than the standard shape, with a larger, sloping shoulder (Fig. 2a). 

It belongs to a subdivision of the lekythos shape known as the Phanyllis 

Class, 2 first named by C. H. Emilie Haspels in 1936 after a lekythos of this 

shape found in the excavations on Delos decorated with a representation of 

a seated Dionysos and bearing a scratched dedication by a certain Phanyllis 

to the goddess Hera (Fig. 3).3 This vase is then the name piece of the 

Phanyllis Painter, a major hand that can be identified in the workshop that 

specialized in these rather old-fashioned lekythoi. The scheme of decora

tion and the rounded shape is clear from the illustration of the Delos and 

Missouri examples and is quite constant. The broad shape gives a relatively 

large field for decoration, and the figured scene is generally placed there, 

with the body below simply painted black. The repertory of scenes por

trayed on Phanyllis lekythoi are those normally found in Attic black-figure 

painting, with both mythological and everyday scenes featured. The 

relatively tall, narrow field restricted somewhat the possibility of large 

compositions, but there was considerably more room than on the narrower, 

cylindrical lekythoi. Single subjects, such as a god or a warrior arming, are 

invariably flanked by framing elements, usually onlookers, occasionally 

eyes or symmetrically placed participants in the scene. Subsidiary decoration 

on the shoulder often consists of upright, seven-petaled palmettes, some

times enclosed, on a row of connected circles, sometimes dotted, and 

divided by vertical lines narrowing toward the bottom. Occasionally, 

alternate decorations are used for the shoulder, which may consist of single 

palmettes, figures, or quite often inverted, connected lotus buds with dots 

between them, as on the Missouri example. The neck is generally set off in 

some way, usually with tongues, and can be left plain or given upward

pointing rays. 

Haspels put the less than one hundred examples of Phanyllis lekythoi 

known to her into five groups, including two attributions to painters, the 

Phanyllis Painter and the Chariot Painter, who accounted for less than thirty 

lekythoi. The remainder she placed in groups, of which the Group of the 

Arming Lekythoi and the Group of the Hop lite Leaving Home were named 

after the most common scenes depicted.4 Giudice, writing with a greater 

corpus of material and almost fifty years after Haspels, accepted her groups, 

and while making some conflations and adjustments, added a great number 

of new attributions so that his definitive catalogue now lists over 500 
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examples of Phanyllis Class lekythoi.5 There is considerable 

variation in quality among the vases produced by the Phanyllis 

workshop from the relatively well-drawn compositions of 

the Phanyllis Painter himself (Fig. 3) to small, hastily drawn 

and painted pieces at the lower end of the scale in quality if 

not in quantity. It is interesting that it appears that a large 

number of the workshop's output found its way to the West.6 

Most of the lekythoi of the Phanyllis Class are relatively 

small, ranging in overall height to between 20 and 30 cm, 

though smaller examples exist in the large Hoplite Leaving 

Home Group and taller ones in the work of the Phanyllis 

Painter himself and in the Group of the Arming Warrior 

(Haspel's Group of the Arming Lekythoi). These larger 

examples (up to 35 cm in height and large in proportion) are 

usually more carefully finished than the smaller examples.7 

The lekythos in Missouri with the scene of Ajax and 

Achilles gaming is one of the larger, grander Phanyllis lekythoi. 

The two heroes are shown crouching or squatting at either end of a 

rectangular gaming board, decorated with a simple white stripe, and 

gesturing toward the gaming pieces, which are shown as white dots. 

Achilles appears to point with his right hand, while Ajax gestures with his 

right. Both bearded heroes crouch in more or less the same pose, with the 

right leg horizontal and the left vertical, but Ajax's position is more extended, 

which together with the gesture of the right hand adds some animation to 

the scene. Achilles, on the other hand, is a compact, quiet figure. Both 

heroes are fully armored, with breastplate under a short cloak and greaves 

(protection for the lower legs) and wear Corinthian helmets pushed back on 

their heads. Achilles' double crest is cut off by the shoulder zone; Ajax has 

only one crest, perhaps one was omitted by the artist so as not to interfere 

with Athena's gesture (Fig. 2a). The heroes have spears over their left 

shoulders that extend well into the pendant bud frieze on the shoulder of the 

lekythos. Ajax's left arm, facing the viewer, is clearly depicted holding his 

spear, but Achilles' arm is obscured by his body and has to be imagined. The 

scene is closed by palm trees, each composed of a trunk and five symmetrically 

placed palm fronds on each side, each with white dots marking their 

attachment to the trunk. The players have placed their massive shields 
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Delos dedicated by 
Phanyllis, photo 
courtesy Ecole 
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d'Athenes. 



against the trees (Fig. 2 b and c). They are shown in p rofile, and the heavy 
rim and curved cut-out can be clearly seen. These are heroic shields, the 
shape resembling the figure-eight, and are associa ted with heroic scenes. 
The shield itself is often called a Boeotian Shield, from shields of sim ilar 
shape fa miliar from coins of Boeotia in historic times. Achilles' shield is 
simply decorated with three large white dots, and its convex side faces the 
players (Fig. 2b). Ajax has placed the curved surface of his shield aga inst 
the tree, and his blazon appea rs to be a tripod, half of which can be seen by 
the viewer (Fig. 2c). 

Between the two heroes and in front of the gaming boa rd stands 
Athena, a slim, elegant presence compared to the large, heavy heroes. She 
stands facing to the right but looks back to her right toward Achilles, and 
at the same time gestures w ith her left hand. Her right hand holds her spear, 
w hich diagonally crosses her body and extends into the shoulder zone. She 
is dressed in a long peplos, she wears her aegis over this, and a short cloak 
is draped over her left arm and hangs in symmetrical folds to both sid es. 
She wears a helmet with a high crest, which is allowed to intrude into the 
pendant bud zone on the shoulder. 

The vase is decorated in the black-figure techniqu e, a nd the a rti st has 
been relatively careful with his use of incision and added colors (with the 
exception of the incised lines for the fo ld of drapery hanging behind 
Athena's right side that show through her white-painted arm. Her incised 
spear shaft also crosses over her closed hand). Incision is used for 
musculature, drapery, and armor d etails, as well as for facial fea tures. His 
proportions are somewhat off, and there are several crudities, such as the 
heroes' hands and feet, but the lines ca n be quite sure, and Athena is a 
model of elegance. White is used for Athena's flesh, the rosette d ecora tions 
down the central panel of her garment, the decoration on Achilles' cloak 
(traces), helmet crests (traces), the gaming board and its pieces, shield 
blazons, and the a ttachment points for the palm tree fronds. Added red 
was used for beard s and Athena's peplos (traces). An interesting point is 
that Ajax seems a little less emphasized than Achilles - there is no 
decoration on his cloak, for instance, and this fea ture, together with his 
agitated pose and Athena's look and gesture, suggest that Achilles is the 
winner, as one would expect.8 

A second large Phanyllis Class lekythos with Ajax and Achilles 
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gaming is, strangely enough, in Columbia, South Carolina (Fig. 4)." The 

shoulder deccmition is the more common upright palmcttcs in linked 

circles, but the central scene is virtually a replica of the scene on the Missouri 

vase and should be by the same h,md. 1" The Sou th Carolina vase seems a 

little more finished, however, and appears to be in a better state of preser

vation. A few additional lines of incision have been ,1dded to Achilles, and 

he has gained a sword, its pommel seen extending out from his waist, while 

his shield blazon has ,1 solid dot between two circles rather than the three 

solid dots of the representation in Missouri. Ajax's shield is decorated with 

the same white tripod as on the Missouri vase. Both heroes· eyes are more 

carefully drawn, and more ,1ttcntion has been given to Ajax's uniform, 

which now has almost as much decoration as docs Achilles'. Both lekythoi 

were included by Giudice in the Warrior Arming Croup, a group that 

includes a number of these larger, grander examples. 11 

A third, large Ph,myllis lekythos with Achilles and Ajax gaming 

recently appeared on the Swiss market and is now in a priv,1te collection in 
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Columbiil, South 

C1rolinil, photo 

courtesy 

Colurnbiil Museum 

of ;\rt. 

5. Right: Lckytlws 

in Cermany, photo 

courtesy of Dr. 

Herbert Cairn. 



Germany (Fig. 5).12 This vase provides yet a third replica of the Ajax and 
Achilles scene. Only in minor details are there differences from the two 
scenes already discussed. It is perhaps marginally closer to the South 
Carolina example; Achilles again has his sword and the same shield design, 
while the secondary decoration also includes upright palmettes; however, 
the neck is decorated with rays. 

There is also a fourth Phanyllis lekythos with Achilles and Ajax 
gaming that is listed by Giudice in the Warrior Arming Group, but it stands 
apart from the point of view of style and iconography; Athena is not present, 
a palm tree between the gamers provides the vertical accent, the players sit, 
wear different helmets, and carry two spears instead of one.13 

The subject of Ajax and Achilles gaming is not rare in vase painting 
toward the end of the sixth century B.C., as has been indicated. Something 
approaching 160 representations are known in both Attic black-figure 
(most numerous) and Attic red-figure (only sixteen), and even one example 
is known in Corinthian. The subject is rare in the Phanyllis Class of lekythoi, 
and the four just mentioned are the only examples among the 500 or so pots 
catalogued by Giudice. That three of the four representations are virtual 
replicas of one another is of interest, given the few representations of the 
subject in the Phanyllis Class. 

Replicas or near replicas are in fact a feature of the Phanyllis Class, 
especially in the less finished, smaller examples evidently quickly mass
produced. Generic scenes are repeated over and over with minor alter
ations in details . Of the 109 vases listed by Giudice in his Hoplite Arming 
Group, eighteen vases show an arming scene and most of these show the 
same stage in the arming. 14 Scenes such as Theseus and the Minotaur are 
also copied over and over in their essentials on lekythoi of the Phanyllis 
Class.15 It is thus not unusual that four representations of Ajax and Achilles 
gaming are known in the Phanyllis Class of Lekythoi. That three are close 
enough to one another to be considered replicas is interesting. 

The question of replicas and their meaning has been discussed by a 
number of scholars, primarily in the context of red-figure examples.16 

Replicas and near replicas have been explained as special orders for specific 
occasions, copies made by lesser artists of the works of more famous 
painters, perhaps with the use of pattern books, or made by the artists 
themselves because they liked the subject. Most explanations have implied 
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that except for the situation in which individual artists decided for personal 
reasons to produce a number of replicas of the same scene, demand is the 
reason for replicas. In the case of our scene, a demand for it must have 
penetrated into the lower end of the market where the trade was quick to 
respond with paintings of the scene. Indeed, at the very bottom of the scale, 
the scene can be reduced to debased, genre squiggles.17 John Oakley has 
recently suggested, on the basis of an analysis of a waste deposit from an 
Attic red-figure workshop, that many replicas might be explained on the 
basis of workshop practice and that a painter might paint a number of 
replicas all at one time for one firing, which would presumably be more 
efficient and cost effective.18 One might also suggest that the possibility of 
selling the pots might also have something to do with how many copies or 
near copies a painter might be interested in making. The large Phanyllis 
Class lekythoi must have been special products of the workshop because of 
their size and relative carefulness of execution. That at least four copies of 
the Ajax and Achilles gaming scene were produced must testify to the 
popularity of the subject and hence the salability of the vases. 

The scene itself has been well documented by Woodford,19 who 
divides the representations of the two heroes into five main groups, 
depending on whether the two heroes are represented alone and bare
headed (A) or helmeted (B), whether they are bareheaded with Athena 
between them ( C) or helmeted with Athena (D), or with a tree between them 
(E). The three replica vases (Missouri, South Carolina, German private 
collection) fall naturally into Group D, the most popular scheme of repre
sentation. The fourth scene belongs to Group E, with a tree as a central object 
rather than Athena. The several variations perhaps spring from an original 
source, as has been suggested, but what that was and whether Exekias was 
the originator or the first interpreter is a question that has been debated. 
Three main lines of thought have been expressed by scholars, and Woodford 
clearly outlines them.20 

The sudden appearance of the scene leads some to suppose that an 
epic predecessor, such as a poem, served as inspiration. Unfortunately, 
there is no extant literary reference to Ajax and Achilles playing a game, so 
such a lost work would have to be invented before it could be used as an 
inspiration for Exekias. Although arguments from lack of evidence are 
difficult at best, one must remember how much is lost to us from antiquity, 
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particularly literary creations dealing with the early years of the Trojan War, 
such as the Cypria. 21 The question of vernacular traditions might also be 
mentioned--a written source need not be the only source of information. 

A more recent suggestion has been made that the scene and others like 
it might have contemporary political significance reflecting the political 
situation surrounding the Peisistratid tyranny. The interpretation of the 
subject matter of archaic Attic painting as often having a contemporary 
historical/political meaning for the Athenians has become popular in 
recent years but is not accepted by many scholars.22 

A third possibility, favored by Woodford, is that the scene of the two 
heroes playing a board game is likely simply to have been invented by 
Exekias himself and has nothing to do with any presumed prototype, 
literary or otherwise. Exekias' original concept may be preserved on the 
Vatican amphora (Fig. 1). The large number of succeeding representations, 
presumably based on the Exekian prototype, differ from it in various ways, 
and there seems to be no true replica of the Exekian original. The variations 
in the scene may be an argument for the lack of a specific literary model, and 
Woodford emphasizes how the changes from the Exekian composition may 
have been developed by the succeeding painters for compositional, personal, 
or even ideological reasons (for instance the introduction of Athena as an 
associate of Achilles).23 

The introduction of Athena to the scene in the 520s B.c. was particu
larly popular, to judge from the great number of examples that have 
survived of this new schema, including the three vases presented in this 
article. She certainly dominates the scene, and her position and gestures 
perhaps suggest something more than her addition simply as a composi
tional factor or as an added emphasis for Achilles. If she is merely indicating 
her favor for the hero, the position of the body and the gesture of the left 
hand seems rather out of place. On the other hand, Athena's popularity on 
Attic vases needs no explanation, and she can appear in and even take part 
in scenes that illustrate stories from which she originally was absent.24 

That there may be more to the gaming scene than painters' inventions 
is suggested by the possible existence of a sculptural group set up on the 
Acropolis toward the end of the sixth century. All that is preserved is a 
fragment of a crouching leg, drapery of one figure, a foot and drapery from 
another, as well as a torso of an Athena that is also sometimes included in 
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the group. These fragments are not accepted by everyone,25 although 

Mommsen in her most recent study of the Exekias amphora accepts the 

group,26 apparently with the exception of the Athena torso, for she finds a 

possible parallelina white ground cup showing the players (one unbearded) 

with a palm tree between them.27 Whether or not the torso belonged to the 

group, and even though the group postdates Exekias' composition, its mere 

existence suggests that at least something was in the air. It is unlikely that 

a sculptural group would be derived from a vase painting, but both could 

be inspired by another source, and that source need not have been a specific 

story or stories: it could have been a growing interest in the celebration or 

even definition of the two heroes, particularly in their relationship to one 

another in the Attic context, as suggested by Mommsen.28 

Specific reasons why a particular theme is taken up and added to or 

changed may elude us, but the persistency of the general subject- of Ajax 

and Achilles gaming- is quite striking. It must have said something to the 

ancient viewer. What it says is ultimately bound up with the society in 

which it was made and the knowledge and training of the viewer, which is 

as true today as it was then. 
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students in archaeology. 
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NOTES 

Abbreviations: 

ABL: C.H. Emilie Haspels, Attic Black-Figured Lekythoi (Paris, 1936). 

Giudice: Filippo Giudice, I Pittari de/la Classe Phanyllis I (Catania, 1983). 

Woodford: Susan Woodford, "Ajax and Achilles Playing a Game on an 

Olpe in Oxford," Journal of Hellenic Studies 102 (1982): 173-85. 

'Acc. no. 82.299. H. 33 cm, D. (mouth) 7.3 cm. Gift of Saul and Gladys 

Weinberg in memory of C.H. Emilie Haspels. Charles Ede, Pottery from Athens, 

Corinth, East Greece (1982), no. 11; MUSE 17 (1983): 30-31; Giudice, 82, no. 157. 
2Throughout this paper the words Class and Group will be used in the sense 

originally reserved for them by Beazley. Hence Class refers to a number of vases 

alike in shape, and Group refers to vases alike in style of drawing. See J. D. 

Beazley, Attic Red-Figure Vase Painters, 2d ed. (Oxford, 1963), xliii; Martin 

Robertson, "Beazley's Use of Terms," in L. Burn and Ruth Glynn, Beazley Ad

denda. Additional References to ABV, ARV2 & Paralipomena (Oxford, 1982), xiv-xv. 
3Charles Dugas, Les vases de /'Heraion . Exploration archeologique de Delos X 

(Paris, 1928), 159, 171, n. 548, pl. 41; Andre Plassart, Les sanctuaires et /es cultes du 

Mont Cynthe. Exploration archeologique de Delos, XI (Paris, 1928), 179-80, fig. 148; 

ABL, 63-64; Giudice 51, no. 1. I would like to thank Giles Touchais of the Ecole 

Frarn;aise d'Archeologie d'Athenes for providing a photo of the Delos vase and 

permission to publish it. 

4ABL, 63-68, 199-205. 

5Giudice, see n. 1. This is the first volume of a study that will deal with the 

organization, production, and distribution patterns of the Phanyllis workshop itself. 
6Rough calculations from Giudice's lists indicate that for those examples for 

which provenience is certain or tentative, fully 72% of the work of the Phanyllis 
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Painter was found in the West, over 64% of the work of Giudice's Group of the 

Arming Warrior (Haspel's Group of the Arming Lekythoi), and 56% of the 

Hoplite Leaving Home Group, but only slightly over 27% of the Chariot 

Painter's output was found in the West (four of eighteen!). Scheffer has 

calculated that just over 56% of the total number of all the lekythoi of the 

workshop (for which we have a provenience) was found in West Greece or in 

Etruscan areas. C. Scheffer, "Workshop and Trade Patterns in Athenian Black 

Figure," Proceedings of the Third Symposium on Ancient Greek and Related Pottery, 

Copenhagen, August 31-September4, 1987 (Copenhagen, 1988), 536-46. It seems 

that the better quality pieces were often exported. 

7lt is interesting that most of the Phanyllis Painter's lekythoi are over 30 

cm or taller (thirteen of sixteen whose heights are given by Giudice). This 

painter was also at home on other shapes: the more common cylindrical 

lekythoi, small amphorae, and perhaps olpai. Possibly the leading painter of 

the workshop felt somewhat confined by the small field allowed for painting 

on the traditional cylindrical shape. 

8Exekias in his picture seems to have wanted to make the outcome of the 

game clear in that he painted thewordsfourcomingoutof Achilles' mouth and 

three out of Ajax's, suggesting Achilles was the winner. 

9Columbia Museum of Art, acc. no. 73.49.1, Charles Randall Mack, 

Classical Art from Carolina Collections (Columbia, South Carolina, 1974) 15, no. 

20. Thanks go to Harriett Green for providing the photo of the South Carolina 

lekythos and permission to publish it, and to Elizabeth Rich for providing 

additional information. 

10Already suggested by Charles Ede, above n. 1. 

11Giudice, 82, no. 156 (South Carolina example), no. 157 (Missouri 

example). 

12H. 33 cm, Kunstwerke der Antike (Mi.inzen und Medaillen Auktion 70, 

November 1986): 65, no. 199 (attributed to the Chariot Painter). I must thank 

Herbert Cairn for the photo and for permission to publish it here. 

13Ars Antiqua Auktion, 14 May, 1960, pl. 58, no. 147; J. D. Beazley, 

Parafipomena -Additions to Attic Black-figure and to Attic Red-figure Vase Painters 

(Oxford, 1971),206, top, "LucerneMarket";Giudice, no.155; One Thousand Years 

of Ancient Greek Vases (New York: Royal-Athena Galleries, 1990), no. 42. 

14Giudice, pis. XVI, XVII, for illustrations of nearly identical arming 

scenes. 
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' 5Giudice, pl. XXVIII, for four very similar scenes of Theseus struggling 

with the Minotaur. 

16The basic study is K. Schauenburg, "Zu Repliken in der Vasenmalerei," 

Archiiologischc Anzeiger (1977): 194-204. Also, P. J. Connor, "Replicas in Greek 

Vase-Painting: The Work of Louvre F6," Bulletin Antickc Beschaving 56 (1981): 

37-42. 

17Woodford, pl. VI a. 

'"John Oakley, "An Athenian Red-figure Workshop from the Time of the 

Peloponnesian War," forthcoming in a Supplement to the Bulletin de 

correspondance hellenique. I would like to thank John Oakley for allowing me to 

see his manuscript before publication and for taking the time to read this article 

and to discuss the problems connected with it. 

19Woodford, supra n. 1. For bibliography on the theme of the Ajax and 

Achilles gaming scene, see 173, n. 3. See also the dissertation by Katerina N. 

Thomas, "Three Repeated Mythological Themes in Attic Black-Figure Vase 

Painting" (University Microfilms International, 1989), 87-113. She sees the 

heroes as engaging in divination by casting dice to decide who would fight 

Hector. 

20w ood ford, 1 78-81. 

21 For the epic cycle, see Albin Lesky, Gcschichtc der Griechischcn Literatur, 

3d ed. (Berne and Munich, 1971), 101-6. 

22Woodford, 178, n. 45. For criticisms of this approach; R. Osborne, "The 

Myth of Propaganda and the Propaganda of Myth," Hephaistos 5/6 (1983 / 84): 

61-70; R. M. Cook, "Pots and Pisistratan Propaganda," Journal of Hellenic Studies 

107(1987): 167-69. 

23Woodford, 179. Thomas (supra n . 19) states that the addition of Athena 

is more significant and suggests another tradition . 

24Athena helping Herakles in Attic scenes of the tripod struggle is an 

obvious example: B. S. Ridgway, "The East Pediment of the Siphnian Treasury: 

A New Reinterpretation," American Journal of Archaeology 69 (1965), 1-5, espe

cially 4-5. 

25Woodford seems critically noncommital, 176, n. 21. For bibliography 

and more detail on the various attempts to reconstruct the group see also David 

L. Thompson, "Exekias and the Brettspieler," Archeologia Classica 28(1976): 30-

39. 

26H. Mommsen, "Zur Deutung der Exekias-Amphora in Vatikan," Pro-
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ceedings of the Third Symposium on Ancient Greek and Related Pottery, Copenhagen, 

August 31-September 4, 1987 (Copenhagen, 1988), 445-54. 

27Ibid, 452, abb. 5. 

28Mommsen develops her argument as to the meaning ofExekias' painting 

in greater detail than can be recited here. Her suggestion that the sculptural 

group may be related to the establishment of the Cleisthenic tribes, one of which 

was named after Ajax, is attractive. 
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